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About This Game

Hello puzzle solver! Fitzzle Wise Owls is a unique expansion of the classic jigsaw puzzle style games. Instead of frustratingly
trying to match oddly shaped pieces, Fitzzle uses squares but maintains the fun puzzle completion goals you would experience

with a jigsaw puzzle. Puzzles are randomly created each play through with over 2,000 puzzle combinations for a new experience
each play through. The squares on the left need to perfectly fit into the image on the right. You clear out the corresponding

squares and merge the two images together. Puzzle difficulty increases as you advance through 50 levels of puzzle fun. You can
also choose from 3 difficulty settings to limit the amount of time available to merge the images. If you enjoy solving puzzles

then Fitzzle Wise Owls is a sure thing for puzzle fun.

Feautres:
50 Levels

Unique Cubesaw Puzzle Style
Increasing Puzzle Difficulty
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Randomly Created Puzzles
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fizzle wise owls

I am glad i picked this title up, it's a fun little puzzle game with an interesting art style, music and theme.. This game is DA
BOMB!! It's just super fun mechanics. I've played it a lot with my kiddo. Having a splendid ol' time.

**NOTE** The game is indeed a bit rough around the edges and doesn't seem to be in active development?? ..sadly.

BUT what is there is.. just damn fun at it's core! Play with friends on big screen with controllers.. A very nice adaptation of the
Heroes of Normandie bordgame.

Gameplay (4/5)
- Mechanics are simple, yet there is room for tactics. Being a boardgame adaptation, everything is quite transparent and clear,
and the interface does a good job of explaining all the different modifiers and special rules.
- Battles are quite quick, playing a scenario will take around 15 - 20 minutes. This is ideal for people who don't have much time
to play.
- The game relies a lot on dice rolling. Of course part of the fun is tipping the odds to your favor, but there is the occasional
strike of good or bad luck. Anyway, good tactics almost always trump luck (don't listen to the whiners :D ).
- Some board game mechanics have not been implemented the game. Cards are missing, and some unit special abilities, though
still shown on the counters in the game, apparently are not implemented.
- Content is plenty: 6 story campaigns (one is a tutorial), 2 hardcore-mode campaigns, skirmish scenarios, and multiplayer.

Technical aspects (3/5)
- Technically speaking the game is not top notch, but the graphics and sound are pleasant.
- I have had an occasional crash, and the interface is sometimes slightly glitchy.

Art (3/5)
- The art of the game is quite pretty, taken directly from the board game.
- The atmosphere is slightly humorous, and doesn't take itself too seriously.
- Sound and graphic effects are quite simple, but they do their job.
- The music is a bit generic.

Conclusion
If you like light wargames and boardgames, definitely consider playing Heroes of Normandie.. This is a same-room multiplayer
game. One person is on the Vive, and up to four players on the PC. It's a clever take on cross-platform multiplayer. Really fun
for a group party to play and watch.. The idea of combining both the visual novel story with card battle is good but however
after playing it awhile you would get bored easily as ypu are just keep replaying the same old things and if you want to get better
cards or earn more money etc... ypu need grind hard man and not only that that ai is pretty weak.The soldier or whatever you
called it on the board look like♥♥♥♥♥♥donk even can represent the waifu drawn on the card.. Not quite as enthralling as
Choice of Robots, if only for me personally, but nevertheless another great entry in the Choice of Games lineup. My one
complaint about this game is that Glamour leads to Rot. Playing entirely without Glamour, I was still subjected to the effects of
the Rot, which seems to form a plot point of varying importance depending on the path you take and the choices you make.
After all is said and done with this game, I am satisfied that it was a purchase worth the cost.
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A fun spaceship shooter that keeps your reflexes sharp in hope of reaching that number one spot on the highscore board. The
game has been receiving updates adding abilities to your ships and tweaking wave spawns keeping the game in line with its fast
paced nature. Soundtrack definetly suits with electronic beats that sync with the in game background graphics making a
immersive and hectic time trying to dodge and destroy. With co-op and pvp on the road map im pretty keen to see what this has
in store for us.. I bought this game because it looked like a trippy thing to demo on my Vive. I had no idea that what I was
buying would be one of the most immersive, and awe inspiring VR titles I've experienced (and I've tried them all).

Yes it's a seated game. Yes it's a gamepad game (though Vive controller support is being actively developed!). Yes it's a game
that wasn't initially designed for VR. But no joke, this is a mind blowing experience in VR. I didn't get a bit of nausea when
playing with my xbox one controller either.

I can't say enough good about this game. Also I can't say for sure, but this game seems to be designed with a good sativa in
mind! Do it!. This is a Fun, tense, fast paced (ish) game, reminds most of us of hello neighbour, but i have one problem, i cant
play well casue all the good lighting ect.. I should have listened to the other reviews about the bugs in this game. I'm only on my
second task and already experiencing problems. I am unable to interact with the "Pumpkinhead", thus unable to continue further
into the game. I have tried restarting, reinstalling, changing resolutions and he still just stands there bobbing his head like a
newborn trying to look around. I have submitted a report regarding this problem. If it gets fixed, I may change my review.
However, until then, I suggest you save your money even if it is only a couple bucks.. It's like a simpler version of Starfleet
Command, without the stragety overview. The campaign is pretty interesting, with a decent story and not as terrible as you'd
think VO. Definitely worth looking at no matter your age, but I would definitely get this if I had a kid to let them play this. If
you really like this game, you should look into the Starfleet Command 3 remake and play it, as the games are similiar.
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